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Abstract
Objective: To evaluate the efficacy of allogenic lymphocyte immunotherapy in women with unknown cause of recurrent spontaneous abortion (RSA) before and during pregnancy.

Patients and methods: 125 RSA women reported to us out of which 60 were registered for immunotherapy before pregnancy and were grouped as group-I, whereas the remaining 65 received immunization twice before and also during pregnancy these were grouped as group II. Pregnancy outcome was assessed as successful pregnancy.

Results: Out of 60, only 40 women of group (I) became pregnant, and 28 delivered healthy normal babies whereas 12 aborted again. In group (II), only 48 women became pregnant, 39 delivered healthy babies while 9 again aborted.

Conclusion: Our results demonstrate that alloimmunization performed twice before and during pregnancy in RSA women without any known cause produce better outcome as compared to when performed only before pregnancy. The exact mechanism of immunotherapy needs further evaluation.

INTRODUCTION
Allogenic lymphocyte immunization is an effective treatment for unexplained recurrent spontaneous abortions (1). The beneficial effect of this procedure has been attributed to the induction of humoral factors (1,2,3). The humoral antibodies may play an important role and protect the foetus from rejection. Whenever there is a failure of protective immune response pregnancy loss occurs (3).

Allogenic lymphocytes immunization in recurrent pregnancy loss may or may not be benefited by lymphocyte immunization (4,5). These differences in results may be due to different methods (like cell concentration, route of immunization, time interval between immunization etc) used by different investigators. It has been suggested that induction of protective immunity can be achieved by more effective presentation of paternal antigens, i.e. by alloimmunization against specific antigens or by other immunotherapeutic approaches (6). In the present study we have performed allogenic lymphocyte immunotherapy in two groups of recurrent spontaneous patients one group was immunized with husband's lymphocytes before pregnancy whereas the second group was immunized twice i.e. before and also throughout the pregnancy.

PATIENTS AND METHODS
One hundred and twenty five patients of primary recurrent pregnancy loss (RSA) who had three or more than three foetal wastage during first trimester were referred to our hospital from 1995 to 2001. All patients were carefully investigated to exclude the known causes of abortion like chromosomal, hormonal, anatomical, infections, autoimmune causes like antiphospholipid antibody and antinuclear antibody etc. Women who showed the presence of APCA or MLR-Bf were also excluded from the study group. The presence of these factors has been considered as indicator of immuno-potentiation. Out of hundred and five, sixty-five RSA women were immunized against husband's cells only before pregnancy whereas as sixty RSA women received similar treatment, once before pregnancy and other during pregnancy. Informed consent of both husband and wife was obtained before registering them for immunotherapy. Ethical clearance was obtained from the drug controller of India and also from the ethical committee of the institute.

Husband's blood was collected in the sterile heparinized tube after prior testing of Rh incompatibility, Hbs Ag and HIV
antibodies. Lymphocytes were separated on Ficoll- hypaque
gradient and were washed with normal saline under strict
aseptic conditions. These cells were then re-suspended in 1
ml of sterile normal saline. Cell strength was adjusted to 5
million cells per ml.

**IMMUNIZATION PROCEDURE**

Husband's mononuclear cells were injected intradermaly and
sub cutaneously 4 to 8 times at regular interval of 4 weeks
till the women developed APCA titer of 1:16 or more. In the
second group the immunotherapy was continued throughout
the pregnancy. Women (RSA) who delivered normal infants
after the last immunotherapy in each group were included in
the present study to evaluate the efficacy of the immuno-
therapy.

The incidence of successful pregnancy with healthy infants
in group I and II were analyzed by using student T test.

**RESULTS**

65 RSA women of group (I) who received immunization 4 -
8 times, each at the regular interval of four weeks only
before pregnancy, 28 women delivered healthy normal
infants without any obstetric complications and 12 aborted
again. In 60 RSA women of group (II) who received
immunization 4 – 8 times, each at the regular interval of four
weeks before pregnancy as well as 8 - 9 times, (i.e. each
month of pregnancy), 39 women delivered healthy normal
babies without any obstetric complications and 9 aborted
again.

Abortion in each group of women was observed within first
trimester. The out come of pregnancy in both the groups was
evaluated by using the student t test. Our results indicate that
two groups differ significantly. (p<0.01) (Table I).

**DISCUSSION**

The exact mechanism of immunotherapy is still not known
but it has been reported that lymphocyte immunization cause
an increase in the progesterone induced blocking factor
(PIBF) which play a protective role in the maintenance of
pregnancy by balancing the production of cytokines (7).

Further it has been suggested that paternal lymphocyte
immunization is responsible for modulation of immunity in
women with unexplained cause of recurrent spontaneous
abortion as a result of which there is a shift in the balance of
cytokine profile i.e. from Th1 type reactivity to Th2 type
reactivity. This shift is essential for the maintenance and
continuation of successful pregnancy (8).

Women with unknown cause of RSA have been treated by
immunization with allogenic lymphocytes since last decade.
The beneficial effect of immunotherapy with allogenic
lymphocytes is attributed to the induction of certain
immunoregulatory blocking factors, which may help in the
implantation and foetal growth (9). Tamura et al (10) reported
that blocking effect increases with progression of
pregnancy. They have also shown that once blocking factor
is formed it is helpful in the subsequent pregnancies.

However there are other reports which do not support this
hypothesis (11,12,13). Immunotherapy against husband's lymphocytes for treating
RSA patients can be performed either before pregnancy, during pregnancy and also both before and during
pregnancy. It may be hypothesized that immunotherapy
performed before pregnancy may be beneficial for
preventing early abortions, because the mother gets
immunized when she conceives. However, the effect of
immunotherapy is not ever lasting hence it has been
proposed that if immunotherapy performed even during
pregnancy it may prove to be more efficacious in
maintaining pregnancy but not in preventing extremely early
abortions (14). Carp et al (15) reported that the patients most
likely to be benefited from immunotherapy are the primary
or tertiary aborters whose immune parameters change after
immunization. They however, stressed that booster
immunization may be necessary to maintain sero-
conversion. Immunotherapy performed twice, before and
during pregnancy, therefore, seems to sustain pregnancy for
a considerable period.

In the present study we registered 125 RSA women of which
65 women received immunization against their husband's
lymphocytes only before pregnancy. In the other group of 60
RSA women immunotherapy was given during pregnancy
also. The success of immunotherapy performed before
pregnancy (group I) was 43%, where as both before and
during pregnancy it was 65%. Our results are similar to the
single reported study of Maejima et al. (16). It has been
reported that paternal mononuclear cells does not improve
pregnancy outcome when there is known cause of pregnancy loss. Various risks and side effects of immunization have also been reported. However, in the present study we have not found any adverse effect of immunotherapy.

CONCLUSIONS

Allogenic lymphocyte immunotherapy in women with unknown cause of recurrent spontaneous abortion (RSA) is more effective when it was performed twice before and also during pregnancy. One hundred and twenty five RSA women reported to us and 60 women received immunotherapy before pregnancy and were grouped as group-I, remaining 65 women received immunization twice before and also during pregnancy these were grouped as group II. 40 women of group (I) became pregnant, only 28 had healthy babies and 12 aborted again. In group -II, 48 women became pregnant, 39 had healthy babies while 9 again aborted. Our results demonstrate that allogeneic immunization performed twice before and during pregnancy in RSA women without any known cause produce better outcome as compared to when performed only before pregnancy. To conclude our results it has been demonstrated in the present study that immunotherapy performed twice, before and during pregnancy is more efficacious as compared to if it is performed only before pregnancy. The exact mode of action of immunotherapy needs to be evaluated.
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